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AN APPEAL TO PROGRESSIVE VOTERS
CAN CONSERVATIVES AND PROGRESSIVES SHARE COMMON GROUND?
YES, IF OUR PARADIGM IS NATURAL VS. ARTIFICIAL RATHER THAN RIGHT VS. LEFT.
Lively on the Environment: “Concepts such as eco-systems and bio-diversity rest on
the same natural law presuppositions as Biblical Christianity: there is an order to
nature that works best when protected from artificial substances and disruptions that
disrespect the design.”
Natural Medicines: “Big Phama has enslaved an astonishing 70% of Americans to
prescription medications through its control of the medical industry. A lifestyle in
harmony with God’s creation avoids most ills and provides real cures for the rest.”
Natural Foods: “Big Agra has pushed family farms almost to extinction and is
feeding us all genetically modified foods while its lobbyists and lawyers fight every
effort to warn consumers through product labeling. I would label and tax GMOs.”

Pictured here in 2012 on his
annual 100-mile hike on the
Appalachian Trail, Scott is an
avid naturalist in the mode of
Teddy Roosevelt, a founder of
the Progressive Movement.

Natural Persons: “I applaud Ralph Nader for his latest book ‘Unstoppable: the
Emerging Left-Right Alliance to Dismantle the Corporate State‘… These predatory
corporations are artificial persons (a legal fiction that has some utility in the business
world but causes problems when corporations compete with or control natural
persons). Corporate culture must be reformed and corporate predators shut down.”
Natural Families: “The natural family is the eco-system of humanity. Messing with
the design and function of the family is as dangerous to humans as cutting down the
rainforests or pouring toxins into the rivers is to wildlife. This is not a religious vs.
secular issue. Even Aristotle, originator of ‘the scientific method,’ taught it as a
fundamental tenet of his central, guiding philosophy, Teleology.”
Natural Communities: “Our violence-plagued, ultra-dense city environments
designed by United Nations Agenda 21 social engineers are artificial
communities…Let’s bring back the era of light-manufacturing-supported New
England towns in symbiosis with surrounding agrarian farm communities.”
How a Conservative/Progressive Alliance Can Save the Commonwealth:
‘We will all enjoy greater health, stability and prosperity if conservatives and
progressives work together to restore the natural order. Conservatives must stop
defending predatory corporations in their pro-business arguments and Progressives
must stop trying to mainstream same-sex unions and abortion. If we could achieve
harmony across the political spectrum among grassroots activists (e.g. Tea Party
and Occupy) our combined power to dethrone the elites would be formidable.”

VOTE DR. SCOTT LIVELY FOR GOVERNOR OF MASSACHUSETTS
Working to Promote Conservative/Progressive Cooperation for the Good of All!
PS. LET’S ALSO SAVE THE HONEY BEES!!!

In his first career in Oregon,
Scott founded and ran Portland
Handyman, a collective of
independent building trades
contractors, and has always been
a champion of co-ops and profit
sharing business models such as
the Spanish co-op Mondragon,
Spain’s eight largest company
(founded by a Catholic monk),
in which top executives earn no
more than 5 times the income of
the lowest wage-earners in the
sharing of profits. Lively is
presently designing a co-op
model for inner-city Springfield
to help liberate poor families
from government dependency.

